Tomasik Kotin Kasserman unites stars from
Corboy, Clifford Offices
A brand new firm continuing a tradition of excellence, Tomasik Kotin Kasserman, LLC, opens
its doors this week. After decades with the greats of Chicago law, Corboy & Demetrio partners
Dan Kotin and Shawn Kasserman and Clifford Law Offices partner Tim Tomasik now are
joining forces to build a practice proudly dedicated to representing the interests of those seriously
injured or killed as the result of wrongful conduct.
Collectively, the attorneys of the TKK law firm have won more than $400 million in settlements
for their clients over the years, working on some of the highest-profile legal cases in popular
memory. Tomasik, who frequently handles aviation and personal injury issues, represented
victims of the 2002 John Hancock Center scaffolding collapse and was part of the team handling
the World Trade Center property damage litigation in the wake of the 9/11 terror attacks. Kotin,
a personal injury and wrongful death attorney, represented victims in the 2003 Cook County
Administration Building fire and has served as lead counsel in numerous high profile cases
involving fires, train derailments and other catastrophes. Kasserman, who is best known for his
work representing the families of children killed by defectively designed products, has also
served as lead counsel in matters including train derailments, bus crashes, the Nicor mercury
spill and the Amoco cancer cluster in Naperville.
“This group has achieved results in so many areas, from aviation and transportation disasters to
medical errors to dangerous products,” says accomplished medical malpractice attorney Bob
Geimer, who joins Tomasik Kotin Kasserman as a partner. “What an opportunity to combine
these skills and experience onto one team.”
The team begins work in their offices at 10 S. LaSalle Street today.
“We’re excited to work together,” says Kotin. “We have had the opportunity to learn from the
very best and are eager to move forward following the blueprint they’ve established for
practicing law the right way: with professionalism, civility and high ideals.”
The Tomasik Kotin Kasserman firm is opening new offices at 10 South LaSalle Street, Suite
2920, Chicago, Illinois 60603, 312 605 8800. The firm’s website is www.tkklawfirm.com
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